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VISION 
The Asian Youth Theatre Festival aims to provide a bridge between cultures to connect and unite youths in 
theatre and serve as a tool for building the next generation of Asian artists.

MISSION
To host a youth theatre festival that educates and empowers young people to use theatre as a vehicle for 
change.

OBJECTIVES 
– To offer a platform for participants to share their art form and connect on multiple artistic levels.
– To lead in the creation of a stronger network of Asian artists to further the development and practices of 
theatre within the region.
– To use the festival to highlight and tackle social issues relevant to the region such as Cultural Identity, 
Accessibility and Inclusion, The Environment etc.

PARTICIPANTS
With the inclusion of TEN regional youth theatre collectives, we aim to showcase both the parallels and 
diversities between our countries, to help create a dialogue that builds empathy and understanding for future 
generations to come.

• Bangladesh: Prachyanat 
• Brunei: 247 Studios
• Cambodia: Khmer Art Action
• Indonesia: Gigi Art of Dance 
• Japan: Fream! Theatre
• Malaysia: Work in Progress Kota Kinabalu
• Myanmar: Inwa School of Performing Arts
• Philippines: Youth Advocates Through Theater Arts (YATTA)
• Singapore: Buds Theatre
• Thailand: Lanyim Theatre

ABOUT THE ORGANISERS
Buds Theatre has always been at the forefront of developing theatre programs specifically targeted at youth, 
for youth. Established in 2007, Buds Theatre provides platforms for young theatre practitioners to practice 
their craft and hone their skills. Their incubator program, Buds Youth Theatre, receives much recognition and 
respect in the industry, creating avenues for youths to showcase their talent.

This year as the festival develops and grows, 2018/19 Youth Ambassador, Ricky Nelson ‘Nikki’ Cimafranca 
from the Philippines takes on the role of Production Manager under the mentorship and guidance of Festival 
Directors. Nikki brings a host of skills derived from years of training, but it is his effervescent personality and 
positive attitude that has propelled this year’s festival forward which we are eternally grateful for.

The Asian Youth Theatre Festival (AYTF) was first conceived in 2016 as a vehicle for 
change, connecting Asia through performance, dialogue, workshops and exchange 
programmes. This festival has rapidly become the largest youth theatre festival in the 
region.

The festival held annually over a four-day period has engaged more than 350,253 
youths to date, through direct contact, social media and live streams. 
2020 participating nations include: Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, Brunei, Philippines, 
Cambodia, Myanmar, Thailand, Japan and Bangladesh. 

Theme – HUMAN CONNECTIONTheme – HUMAN CONNECTION

The theme for 2020, is Human Connection, its advocacy Uniting Asia & Anchoring 
Tradition selected by the 2019 collective of International Artistic Directors.

ARTISTIC CONCEPT

The festival concept is driven by the desire to share ideas, methodology and pedagogical 
practice with youths across the region, to enlighten, challenge and empower them, 
with the ultimate aim of progressing the theatrical and artistic landscape across Asia.

Over the course of four days, youth theatre collectives will share their differing 
perspectives and responses to the theme, Human Connection, through performance, 
workshop and dialogue groups. 

Each performance and workshop is an original piece based on each country’s personal 
interpretation of the theme. 

The Opening and Closing of the Festival will be live streamed through Facebook giving 
open access to the globe. It includes a collective performance, devised throughout 
the week, under the careful guidance of Directors from Singapore, Japan & Thailand,  
integrating participants further.  

Additionally, a new concept is introduced to this year’s line-up - OPEN STAGE, a 
platform for youth performers across Asia to be part of this valuable and inclusive 
experience.

AYTF 2020 –AYTF 2020 –
FESTIVALFESTIVAL

STATEMENTSTATEMENT



说某事不能做的人,不应该干扰别人去做.
“The person who says it cannot be done, should not interfere with the person who is doing 
it!” 
—  Chinese Proverb

It has been a devastating year in many ways, but as Buds only operates on positives, any 
negativity has been removed, replaced by creative solutions that pave the way for action 
and progress. Forging forward not just to the festival, but by adding content through the 
inaugural AYTF Residency programme, successfully launched in June ’20; slated as an 
annual event providing workshops to support growing theatre communities in the region. 
This initial programme prompted the decision to form a movement for social change. 

Since formulating the movement in August 2020, it  has provided regional theatre companies 
with administrative, educational and creative support to enable their growth and progress.

Without optimism this would have been an impossible task. 

And it is with this optimism that we bring you AYTF20, a festival run totally online – which 
is a feat in itself, learning new operations and technical skills that we previously deemed 
foreign concepts. Upgrading skills to impart knowledge to others has been a formidable 
task.  And let’s not forget the many varying protocols governments have imposed that have 
forced groups to change concepts, reform groups, rewrite scripts and redefine themselves 
to work with this new normal, that is anything but. 

The theme selected, Human Connection was based on issues affecting society pre-
COVID19. 

But as the region continues to fight the pandemic, we consider the increased reliance 
nations have on each other, validating the need to discuss, debate and enact meaningful 
change, as we work to support one another through this reality.

Our KPIs are very simple – keep learning, keep offering opportunity, continue to be inclusive 
and have boundless patience for all that is beyond your own control.

As Nikki Cimafranca – our new production manager, assigned pre-COVID, has demonstrated 
- nothing is impossible as long as your heart and mind are open. Nikki exemplifies the 
movements mission to be a leader of change. He has negotiated his way through this 
evolving maze, inspiring his team with his lust for life, ensuring that a diverse and entertaining 
mix of performances and workshops can be presented for your enjoyment. That combined 
with our media queen, Hani’s artistry – takes you on a journey to Mandalay, Myanmar to 
share in the exquisite and evocative landscape of peacocks, pagodas and passion.

What better way to anchor your joy, enrich your soul than with the tastes and flavours of 
Asia. Makan richly and ingest the advocacy of the movement.

MINGALABAR!
DEAR PARTICIPANTS AND AUDIENCE OF AYTF, 
How are you?  

I hope you are all safe from the current pandemic.
Inwa School was invited by AYTF in 2018, to join the festival. We happily travelled to 
Singapore and Malaysia (2019) . The students of Inwa school  are from remote countryside. 
For them, foreign trips and meeting youth from different countries is a big opportunity. This 
year we were offered the chance to host the festival but because of the pandemic, it had 
to be online.  

In the festival, we see different types of art such as music, acting, traditional dance, and 
so on. Few of our students speak English well, but arts is a universal language and we can 
understand each other. In the festival ,we have no race, no religion, no politics. Only art, this 
is why we have new friends, no matter what he eats, no matter what he believes . 

In Myanmar, most of the theaters are performing classical drama, dance and music,  soap 
operas.  When we attended, we were amazed because we saw modern style acting, several 
workshops that make youth closer to each other.

Generally speaking, AYTF benefits all participants and the festival will bring peace, harmony 
and understanding among Asian countries.
                                                                                                                                                        
Aung Kyaw Tun, Director, Inwa School of Performing Arts, Myanmar.
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As long as you want to be involved, and 
you are willing to be involved, take part 
and discuss, Theatre is open for all.

YOUTH AMBASSADORS
Fiqah Roslan began a career in journalism in 2015. She 
is a reporter for the Borneo Post, a local newspaper 
in Sabah, Malaysia. She discovered her passion for 
theatre fresh out of high school and has been a part of 
Green Leaf Theatre House since. Her experience as a 
reporter catalysed her interest to delve into advocacy 
and activism through writing. Along with journalist 
colleagues, Fiqah is a writer and contributor for Borneo 
Speaks, a platform founded by Sabahan journalists as 
a form of alternative media to tell Sabahan and Borneon 
stories. Most recently, Fiqah is a Research and Content 
Engineer for Undi Sabah, a campaign to empower 
youths through democracy.Fiqah also has a passion for 
locally-made products, namely makeup and skincare, 
and creates content of local products she likes on 
Instagram and Twitter, via the handle @lipstickfiqs. 
She believes it is important to support local brands and 
makers as it empowers the community. 

“ “
Hani Mahdi is a performance artist based in Sabah.  
She holds a BA (Hons) in Visual Arts Technology from 
University Malaysia Sabah.  She is the co-Founder and 
Artistic Director of independent arts collective, Work 
in Progress Kota Kinabalu (WIPKK). She is actively 
involved in art and activism, and is particularly vested 
in exploring Sabahan issues though music, theatre and 
dance.  Hani’s latest theatre work is MASKED: Making 
Peace with Our Limitations, a community art exhibition 
(2020).

I believe that the platform provided by 
the Asian Youth Theatre Festival is able 
to bring our voices to people all over 
Asia.

“ “
YOUTH AMBASSADORS

Sokunthea Bo (Thea) graduated from the University of Management and Economics, Cambodia. An able 
writer, Thea utilises her talent to create concepts for Tepy Media, a marketing agency in Phnom Penh. She 
also writes and hosts for BNR, a media and news company as well as Jak Jay, a local business.  A strong 
advocate of human rights, Thea was also a DJ with the radio station 98.75 Battambang where she discussed 
social work and social change. Thea is especially interested in beauty and is often seen promoting products 
on her social media.  Thea is the resident writer for Khmer Art Action. 

Compassion and empathy will keep 
planet Earth connected through human 
to human contact between artists and 
audience members, where it is always 
morphing.

“ “



CHIEF LIAISON OFFICERS

Masturah Oli is an actor, host and theatre-maker. She 
graduated with BA (Hons) in Theatre Arts from Nanyang 
Academy of Fine Arts, validated by the University of 
Essex (East 15 Acting School). She was awarded Best 
Graduate and represented her cohort as Valedictorian.

Her roles in theatre include: Off Centre (The Necessary 
Stage, 2020), Acting Mad (The Necessary Stage, 
2019), Anak Melayu (Teater Kami, 2019), Rubber Girl 
on the Loose (Cake Theatre, 2019), Bitten: Return to 
Our Roots (Independent, 2018), Step Outta Line (M1 
Fringe Festival, 2018), Breathless: The Mixtape (Buds 
Theatre, 2017) and Pursuant: The Musical (Singapore 
Lyric Opera, 2013). Masturah is also a theatre educator, 
she teaches Drama programmes at Assumption English 
Secondary School, Raffles Junior College, Fairfield 
Methodist Secondary School, Marymount Convent 
School and Carpe Diem at ITE Central and Toh Yi 
School House.

Masturah was a Youth Ambassador for the Asian Youth Theatre Festival from 2017 to 2019. She believes in using theatre to bridge 
cultures and is constantly building new working relationships across the world.

Mohammad Fazly Rabby Khan, better known as 
Rocky, is from Dhaka, Bangladesh. He is a Theatre 
and Television Actor. He has been working as an actor 
since 2002; He completed his Bachelor in Business 
Administration at the American International University, 
Bangladesh, majoring in International Business. At 
present he is working for Prachyanat Theatre Group 
as a theatre activist and was also Youth Ambassador 
for the Asian Youth Theatre Festival 2018 and 2019. 
In 2013 Rocky represented the university in MusicOn, 
an Inter University Cultural Competition and emerged 
the champion. He earned Best Concept Award as a 
Director for his short film ‘Blindfolded’ in Intra Aiub Film 
Festival 2014. This year, Rocky is making his film debut 
in ‘Jajabor’ a Bangladeshi film.

INDONESIA (JAKARTA)
Gigi Art of Dance

MALAYSIA (SABAH)
Work in Progress Kota Kinabalu 

PHILIPPINES 
(DUMAGUETE) 

Youth Advocates through 
Theater Arts (YATTA)

BRUNEI 
(BANDAR SERI BEGAWAN)

247 STUDIOS

JAPAN (OSAKA)
AYTF Team Japan 

THAILAND 
(CHIANG MAI)
Lanyim Theatre

SINGAPORE
Buds Theatre

BANGLADESH 
(DHAKA)

Prachyanat 
Theatre Group

MYANMAR 
(MANDALAY)
Inwa School of 
Performing Arts

INTRODUCING AYTF INTRODUCING AYTF 
2020 PARTICIPATING 2020 PARTICIPATING 
YOUTH THEATRESYOUTH THEATRES  

CAMBODIA 
(PHNOM PENH) 
Khmer Art Action



PARTICIPATING 
YOUTH THEATRES 

Prachyanat is one of the foremost theatre 
troupes of Bangladesh established in 
1997 in Dhaka.  Besides producing 
very successful plays, another 
crowning success of Prachyanat is the 
establishment of ”Prachyanat School of 
Acting and Design” in the year 2001. 
The school has successfully run 34 six-
month courses while its 37th batch is 
already underway. Within two years of 
its existence, Prachyanat achieved the 
distinction of being the best theatre group. 
Awards and other distinctions were quick 
to follow such as Best Theatre Group, Best 
Play of the Year, Best Director Azad Abul 
Kalam, Best Light & Set Design by Md. 
Shaiful. 

PRACHYANAT

247 STUDIOS

247 Studios is a newly formed theatre 
company in Brunei with the motto “Creating 
Opportunities for Creatives through 
Theatre”.  247 Studios aims to work with 
creatives of different backgrounds to 
produce theatre.   
 
247 Studios have worked with various 
organisations to produce performances 
and workshops.  Some of their notable 
works include: A collaboration with 
Alliance Française to produce Robert 
Thomas’ “8 Women” and a commission 
by Play Naturally to produce Brunei’s first 
Conservation Theatre in which awareness 
was raised for Tasek Merimbun, a local 
lake, and the culture of the Dusun people 
who lived near the lake.    

Khmer Art Action (KAA) was founded 
by Soung Sopheak – a playwright and director 
who is passionate about art and Lakhorn Niyeay. 
Khmer Art Action was created for the 
purpose of keeping Lakhorn Niyeay alive and 
promoting art as a form of mental healing.   
Lakhorn Niyeay is an art form in Cambodia that 
is so old, many Cambodians have forgotten 
about it. The performance art is solely based 
on the characters’ speeches and the storylines 
usually depict deep social issues of the 
present time. Lakhorn Niyeay is not an easy 
art. Lakhorn Niyeay lost its popularity after the 
civil war in Cambodia. Experts say it takes almost 
10 years to learn how to perform, write scripts and 
direct a play, so many Cambodian people have 
been hesitant in reviving the art form.   

KHMER ART ACTION

WORK IN PROGRESS 

Founded in May 2019, Work in Progress 
Kota Kinabalu (W.I.P) aims to recognize 
talents from all walks of life and cultivate the 
culture of collaboration. There are limited 
platforms in Kota Kinabalu for individuals 
to showcase their talents, ideas and 
artwork. Work in Progress was created to 
push individuals to step out of their comfort 
zones, to share their work and story. Events 
are diverse and specific to the performers 
involved where bubbles are created for 
musicians, dancers and visual artists to 
share their work. Our team believes in the 
beauty of collaboration. 
Where spontaneity collides with the 
realisation that perfection doesn’t 
exist and it’s ok to be just ok. Work in 
Progress enables aspiring artists to ‘have a 
go’, ‘try it out’, without fear of judgement. 

KOTA KINABALU

KAA brings Lakhorn Niyeay back to the community through short films and live theatrical performances. They perform in schools, 
communities and there is an annual show at the National Theater every December.  KAA is working to connect more people, 
especially the young generation to spoken theater so that they can understand the role that Lakhorn Niyeay plays in Cambodian 
society.  The ultimate goal is to inspire them to love and preserve this art form.   KAA presented Tiin Tiin… Goodbye Forest and Hello 
New World at the Asian Youth Theatre Festival 2019, Malaysia.  

Through this ethos we create a community built on collaboration and recognition of the multiple diverse talents involved. A place 
free from judgement and expectation, to listen, hear, feel and embody the spirit of open collaboration.  



PARTICIPATING 
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TEAM JAPAN

INWA SCHOOL 
OF PERFORMING ARTS

AYTF Team JAPAN is Hiroki Ookido from 
FREAM! Theatre – Actor Mentor, Kayo Tamura 
from Theatre Group GUMBO – Artistic Director 
and Tetsuya Fuchigami from Sakai 
International Community Arts – Production 
Manager. This diverse collective combine 
to organize this year’s representation at the 
Asian Youth Theatre Festival. AYTF Team 
JAPAN are training young Japanese actors 
and theatre crew, for the purpose of advancing 
their local theatrical landscape.  
 
AYTF Team Japan are passionate 
about reviving traditional arts and culture; Tate, a 
Japanese sword action, old traditional songs that 
express the beauty of Japanese sound, and the 
dance of the Ainu, a minority group, are included 
in their performance, creating contemporary 
theatre merged with traditional art and culture.  

Inwa School of Performing Arts is a cultural 
high school in Mandalay, Myanmar that 
prepares young artists to perform Myanmar 
classical dance and music at professional 
standards. Established in 2016 by Arts Mandalay 
Foundation in collaboration with Mandalay 
artists, it provides continuity for excellence in 
classical arts  and  aims to extend their reach 
to worldwide audiences. Inwa School aims to 
explore modern teaching, performance and 
entrepreneurial ideas for the classical arts.  
 
Inwa School performed Hope at the Asian Youth 
Theatre festival 2018, Singapore and Save 
Ayawady Dolphins at the Asian Youth Theatre 
Festival 2019, Malaysia. 

Born from a passion to dance, Gigi Art of 
Dance (GAOD) was established in 2009 as a 
home to learn, explore, collaborate, and share 
the performing art of dance. GAOD provides 
a safe and supportive learning environment 
to push artists’ talent, potential and creative 
pursuits. GAOD’s goal is to provide memorable 
experiences and positive opportunities in 
the performing arts field through it’s exciting 
and thought provoking performances.   
 
During the COVID-19 pandemic, GAOD has 
strived to continuously engage artists online and 
offer programmes to the community to support 
them in staying safe, healthy and happy.  Gigi Art 
of Dance (GAOD) have performed at the Asian 
Youth Theatre Festival 2017-2019, presenting 
Jayaprana Layonsari (2017), Beauty in Diverse-
City (2018) and Plastic Fantastic (2019).  In 
2018, they partnered with the Down Syndrome 
Association in Jakarta and created G-Star a 
dance troupe celebrating accessibility and 
inclusion through dance. 

YATTA was borne out of the confluence 
of theater and advocacy. In November 2005, 
a theater workshop aimed at producing an 
educational performance on the issue of child 
trafficking for sexual purposes led to a public 
performance by thirty young people. Immediately 
after, the same group decided to form YATTA 
(Youth Advocates Through Theater Arts) to 
continue engaging youths through theatre to 
raise awareness of various issues, especially 
those related to children and young people.   
 
YATTA’s work is framed around PAGASA (hope), 
the kind of hope that emerges from young 
people moving from being the “object” of history, 
to being the “subject” of history, who act and 
engage in shaping what is to be. 

GIGI ART OF DANCE

YOUTH ADVOCATES
THROUGH THEATER
ARTS [YATTA]

It is in the integration and balance of these dimensions that YATTA’s work has evolved through these years and continues to create spaces of 
hope for the youth and the larger community.  

YATTA presented Dagit at AYTF 2017, Isla Tawak at AYTF 2018 and Saving the Blue at AYTF 2019.



PARTICIPATING 
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BUDS THEATRE

LANYIM THEATRE

Buds Theatre is a unique not-for-profit theatre 
company that aims to bridge cultural gaps within 
the region, uniting ties for future progression 
in the arts. Buds orchestrates programmes of 
excellence that offer transferable skills from stage 
to boardroom. 

Buds Theatre aims to continually inspire and 
advocate programmes for youths that are 
inclusive and value driven, using theatre as a 
vehicle for change. Changing perspective and 
behaviour with active and positive outcomes. 
Established in 2000, Buds strives to build a better 
world through the values and principles of theatre 
making.

Lanyim is a Thai word that means smiley 
playground, as the group’s concept is that a 
child can learn from a playground as much 
as from a classroom. In 2016, Lanyim started 
Theatre for Social Change using Devised 
Theatre Processes in Lampang province, in the 
north of Thailand.  
 
In 2017, Lanyim moved to the southern province 
of Patthalung to work on theatre for social 
change but changed the method to shadow 
puppetry under the project: Design and 
Form Local Communication Through Shadow 
Puppet. Lanyim also joined other theatre 
festivals, such as KONGPAKPING D-JUNG 
(2016) on education, politics, ethnicity and 
identity.  
 
In 2018, Lanyim Creative Group 
established Lanyim Theatre to focus on 
theatre and performances for social change.It is 

currently holding theatre workshops and conducting experimental research on Theatre Process as an Approach to Understand Social Issues.  
Lanyim Theatre’s long-term goal is to establish a Children’s Theatre and a Theatre Festival in Chiang Mai. Lanyim performed Reborn at the Asian 
Youth Theatre Festival 2018, Singapore and The Noise at the Asian Youth Theatre Festival 2019, Malaysia.  

AYTF MOVEMENTAYTF MOVEMENT

UNITING ASIAUNITING ASIA

EFFECTING CHANGEEFFECTING CHANGE
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19 NOVEMBER 2020  
THURSDAY

PERFORMANCES WORKSHOPS FREE EVENTS

FESTIVAL STARTS AT 3PM!

WELCOME TO AYTF!

TRIP AROUND ASIA!

OPEN STAGE 1

OFFICIAL OPENING CEREMONY 7PM!

TRADITIONAL MUSIC SHARING

HOW TO PUT ON A FESTIVAL
BUDS THEATRE (SG)
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20 NOVEMBER 2020 
FRIDAY

PERFORMANCES WORKSHOPS FREE EVENTS

COLLABORATION HOLD ON
(BD, BN, SG, PH)

TRADITIONAL MUSIC SHARING

FORUM THEATRE
BUDS THEATRE (SG)

ZOOMING THEATRE
BUDS THEATRE (SG)

OPEN STAGE 2

CONNECTING HUMANITY
KHMER ART ACTION (KH)

VERBATIM THEATRE
BUDS THEATRE (SG)

RESPONDING WITH SENSES
GIGI ART OF DANCE (ID)

OPEN STAGE 3

PANDEMIC OF WORDS
AYTF TEAM JAPAN (JP)

ALIEN NATION
BUDS THEATRE (SG)

THE BLUE MAN
PRACHYANAT (BD)
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21 NOVEMBER 2020 
SATURDAY

PERFORMANCES WORKSHOPS FREE EVENTS

DIALOGUE 1
THEATRICAL PRACTICE & COVID 19

TRADITIONAL MUSIC SHARING

SPEAKING SINGLISH
BUDS THEATRE (SG)

DANCE WITH BRUNEI
247 STUDIOS (BN)

OPEN STAGE 4

ACTORS PREPARATION
WORK IN PROGRESS (MY)

OPEN STAGE 3

PANDEMIC OF WORDS
AYTF TEAM JAPAN (JP)

DEAFENING SILENCE
YATTA (PH)

PAN
LANYIM THEATRE (TH)

A LESSON LEARNED
INWA SCHOOL OF PERFORMING ARTS (MM)

TRADITIONAL FOLK DANCE OF 
BANGLADESH

PRACHYANAT (BANGLADESH)
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22 NOVEMBER 2020 
SUNDAY

PERFORMANCES WORKSHOPS FREE EVENTS

DIALOGUE 2 LEVELLING THE PLAYING FIELD

TRADITIONAL MUSIC SHARING

CHIN LONE PLAYING (CANE BALL)
INWA SCHOOL OF PERFORMING 

ARTS (MM)

JAPANESE SWORD ACTION “TATE”
AYTF TEAM JAPAN (JP)

OPEN STAGE 6

INSTRUMENT MAKING WORKSHOP 
YATTA (PH)

OPEN STAGE 7

CUBA FAHAM
WORK IN PROGRESS (MY)

MISERABLE LINE
KHMER ART ACTION (KH)

CLOSING CEREMONY/COLLABORATIVE PERFORMANCE!

KEEP MOVING 
LANYIM THEATRE (TH)

INTERACTIVE PERFORMANCE
EXPERIENCE VOL.2: NONGSKUY

GIGI ART OF DANCE (ID)



AYTF 
RESIDENCY 
PROGRAMME 2021 

The AYTF Residency programme is an annual event held in Asia. 
Its main aim is to aid in the education and preparation of youth leaders with 
an interest in developing theatre within the region, creating ties with Asian 
practitioners and to utilise theatre as a vehicle for change, enhancing and 
educating communities through theatre.

How do i know i am qualified?
To qualify, youth arts leaders should: 
• be aged 35 and below
• be associated to an established youth arts organisation in Asia.
• be actively involved in the growth and development of the supporting       
 organisation.

The Residency offers youth arts leaders the opportunity to: 
• Develop their art form
• Develop their thinking
• Help to grow their organisation 
• Strengthen art in Asia
• Empower the next generation of Asian artists

There are a total of 12 sessions across the residency programme led by theatre 
practitioners from across the region:

Prapassorn Konmuang (Thailand) is a graduate of Khon Kaen University’s Faculty 
of Fine & Applied Arts, Chiang Mai and a member of Lanyim Theatre, Thailand. 
Prapasssorn is a performer, choreographer, director, playwright and acting coach 
- specialising in Physical Theatre, with aspirations of eventually building her own 
school for the arts.

Nikki Cimafranca (Philippines) is an artist-teacher, choreographer and director 
from Youth Advocates Through Theatre Arts (YATTA).  Nikki is a lecturer at Silliman 
University teaching Body, Voice & Movement and Production Management & 
Design.  Nikki is known for his ability to inspire and has been an Ambassador for 
AYTF for the past 4 years.

Hiroki Ookido (Japan) established Fream! Theatre in 2016.  As the Artistic Director 
he aspires to create theatre that is relatable, evocative, transcending borders and 
uniting people.  As an actor and director, Hiroki uses physical theatre to express 
social issues, with particular attention to sword play. 

Soung Sopheak (Cambodia) is the founder of Khmer Arts Action. He studied 
Lakhorn Niyeay (spoken word theatre) at the Royal University of Fine Arts Phnom 
Penh. His ambition is to revive Lakhorn Niyeay to help Cambodia address its 
tumultuous history. He uses his knowledge to educate his global audience through 
theatre and film.

...and many more!

To register your interest in the AYTF Residency 2021, email info@aytfest.com

THE ASIAN YOUTH THEATRE FESTIVALTHE ASIAN YOUTH THEATRE FESTIVAL

CELEBRATES YOUTH IN THEATRECELEBRATES YOUTH IN THEATRE

ACROSS ASIAACROSS ASIA



AYTF 2021
COMING YOUR WAY

PARTNER WITH US!
INFO@AYTFEST.COM


